MiNaPAD FORUM 2017
TWC Grenoble
5-7 Place Robert Schuman
www.congres-twcgrenoble.com

OPENING HOURS:
May 16: 14h - 18h00
May 17: 9h00 - 18h00
May 18: 9h00 - 16h00

PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION:
• BY CAR
By car from Grenoble or Chambery on the A41 motorway take the rocade sud (sud road) following signs to Lyon TGV station.
• BY TRAIN
From Lyon, the Eurostar and Gare de Lyon will take passengers to Grenoble. A bus service will take you from Nebios station to the MiNaPAD Forum. From Grenoble TGV station, take a bus to the MiNaPAD Forum. Day trips to Grenoble are available with Eurostar. From Lyon, take the Eurostar to Grenoble. Day trips to Grenoble are available with Eurostar.
• BY AIR
From Lyon-Saint Exupéry airport take the Lyon TGV station. Day trips to Grenoble are available with Eurostar. Lyon-Saint Exupéry airport is 25 minutes away from TGV station. You can take a bus to the MiNaPAD Forum.
• BY BUS
Lyon-Saint Exupéry airport: 17 rounds trips days per week
Geneva Cointrin: 3 rounds trips 7 days per week

SNTS pass for 20% discount on return tickets. For participants attending the exhibition are available on request from INTERCONNECT organization. Arrived by train use the underpass between the railway station and Europole.}
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